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Today’s Training
• General information about motions

• Preparing to file a motion

• Drafting a motion and its accompanying documents

• Motion responses and replies

• Presenting a motion in Court

• Other miscellaneous issues related to motions practice



Important Note
• Become (at least marginally) familiar with your local rules.

� All counties have local civil rules that address the logistics of filing a motion in your 
county.
� Issues like timing, page limits, and hearing dates are all dictated by local rules.

• Your program staff will be able to walk you through the applicable local 
rules to get your motion in front of the Court.

• Everything that I will show you today is how Pierce County does motions.
� Please keep in mind that your county does things differently!
� Your program staff are the best resource for learning the nuances of your county.



What is a Motion?
A motion is “a written or oral application requesting the court to make a 
specified ruling or order.”

Black’s Law Dictionary (11th ed. 2019), available at Westlaw.



Common Motions
In Dependency Cases
• Motion to Amend Placement

• Motion to Amend Visitation

• Motion to Dismiss Dependency

• Motion to Appoint Youth Attorney

• Motion for GAL/Advocate Withdrawal

• Motion for Medical Treatment

• Motion to Continue



Uncommon Motions
In Dependency Cases

• Motion for Travel

• Motion for Name Change

• Motion to Allow Unsupervised Contact 
with Relative

• Motion to Amend Permanent Plan

• Motion for Relative Genetic Testing

• Motion for Homeschooling

• Motion to Compel FCAP Assessment

• Motion for Haircut

• Motion to Required DCYF to Pay for 
New Glasses for Child

• Motion for Driver’s Education

• Motion for Reconsideration

• Motion for Revision

• Motion for Clarification

• Motion to Substitute Out of County 
Court Appointed Advocate

• Motion to Compel ICPC

• Motion to Cease Adoption Recruitment

• Motion for Return of Child’s Personal 
Items



Motion: Preparation
• Before doing anything else, talk to your program coordinator.

� They have probably managed this issue before and can help guide your request.
� They also know the local rules and the best way to get the issue before the Court.

• Before beginning to work on your request to the Court, have you asked the 
parties if they agree with what you are asking for?
� Judicial economy: Court time is precious and should be treated as a last resort.
� We can often get things resolved collaboratively, behind the scenes, before needing 

to bring an issue to Court.
� If the request is something that the Court has to Order, agreement from all parties 

beforehand can also dictate whether the Court can sign an Order ex parte (without a 
hearing).



Motion: Preparation
• Motion Questionnaires

� Motion questionnaires can be helpful in guiding and organizing your thoughts as 
you put together your request
� Presentation materials includes the six questionnaires that we regularly use in our program:

� Amending Placement
� Amending Visitation
� Dismissing Dependency
� GAL/Advocate Withdrawal
� Medications and Medical Treatment
� Request for an Attorney

• Exhibits:
� Exhibits can be helpful to document facts identified in your materials
� Exhibits can also relay information from other professionals that support your 

motion



• Timing of Hearing: Look at a Calendar!
� When do you want the hearing to occur?
� Is there a deadline involved? (i.e., the child needs to be out of their current 

placement by a set date).
� Is there another hearing upcoming in the case? Could you set your motion to be 

heard at the same time as the other hearing?

Motion: Preparation



Motion: Drafting Notice of Hearing
• Notice of Hearing (Notice of Issue)

• Timing
� Check your local rules!
� Rules will tell you how many days’ notice you have to provide before a hearing is 

held.

• Notice
� This document tells all of the parties to the case when and where the hearing will 

take place.





Motion: Drafting Motion
• Motion

� Generally, this document will be a concise statement of what you are asking the 
Court to do.

• Briefing
� Depending on the issue and your Court, you may also submit briefing on an issue.
� This is a more robust discussion of case law, statutes, rules, and your arguments.





Motion: Drafting Declaration
• Declaration

� Statement made under penalty of perjury that lists the facts and information that 
support your motion.

� May identify some of the case history pertinent to your motion.
� Must be signed by the Advocate or Guardian ad Litem who is making the 

declaration.

• Exhibits
� Any documentary evidence of what you have attested to in your declaration may be 

helpful to support your argument and your motion.
� Examples:

� Medical Motion: Physician correspondence and medical records
� Visitation Motion: Family Time reports
� Placement Motion: Therapist correspondence and recommendations

� Be mindful that some exhibits may need to be sealed and viewable only to the 
Court.









Motion: Drafting Proposed Order
• Proposed Order

� The moving party should draft a proposed Order, which reflects exactly what you 
want the Court to order.

� Depending on the motion and your Court, you may also need to include findings of 
fact relevant to the issue.
� This typically arises in highly contested motions with the potential for appeal.
� Pierce County requires this for any Motion to Amend Placement.

� The proposed Order should have a signature block for each of the parties or their 
attorneys to sign.

• Best Practice: Always leave some blank lines to add things that the Court 
may order during the hearing.

• Best Practice: Send your proposed Order to the other parties a day or two 
before the hearing, so they can see what Order you will be working off of as 
the Court makes its ruling.







• Finalize all of the documents with your coordinator.

• They will work with your program to ensure that the documents are both:
� Filed – Sent to the Court and made part of the official Court file; and
� Served – Sent to the other parties

Motion: Filing and Serving 



Motion: Responses
• Timing

� Check your local rules for timing!
� Each party (DCYF, parent, child) can file and serve a response to your 

motion.
� This response may be in support of your request.
� This response may be opposed to your request.

� Make sure that you review any responses before you go to Court, so you can 
be prepared to address the other parties’ arguments.



Motion: Reply
• Timing

� Check your local rules for timing!

• As the moving party, you get the last filing before the hearing, which is 
called a reply.
� This document is filed and served on all parties before the hearing and most likely 

addresses two things:
� Any opposing arguments identified by another party; and
� A reiteration of why the Court should granted your request.



• Check your local rules!
� Some counties require you to confirm a motion hearing a set number of days before 

the hearing is set.
� If you don’t confirm the hearing, the Court administratively strikes your hearing.

Motion: Confirmation 



Motion: Argument Preparation 
• Review your motion, declaration (with exhibits), responses, replies, and 

proposed Order before the hearing.

• Assume that the Court has reviewed all of your filings and the filings from 
the other parties relevant to the issue.

• Prepare bullet points of your key arguments



Motion: Arguing 
• Open the hearing by identifying yourself and your role and identifying 

exactly what you are asking the Court to do:
� “Your Honor, we are requesting that Amanda’s placement be amended from foster 

care to relative care with paternal Grandmother, Barbara Miller.”

• Working from your bullet points, make a record of the important information 
that has informed your recommendation. 
� Do not read your declaration into the record. The Court has read it. The parties 

have read it. No one needs to hear it word for word again.

• Close this part of the hearing by reiterating your request and looping in best 
interests:
� “Your Honor, we believe that this proposed change in placement to paternal 

Grandmother, Barbara Miller, is in Amanda’s best interest at this time. Thank you.” 



Motion: Arguing 
• Court will then ask to hear from the other parties: DCYF, Parents, Child.

• Court will then ask to hear from others present regarding the child:
� Caregivers, relatives, therapists, visitation supervisors, etc.

• Listen to the other parties’ arguments!
� If they make arguments (for or against the motion) that you would like to address, 

make a note of it.
� You do not need to address all of the arguments they make.

• Keep a neutral face and demeanor throughout the hearing, even if you 
disagree with the facts being presented or the arguments being made.

• Do not interrupt. The Court should offer an opportunity for you to speak 
again.



• As the moving party, the Court should let you have the last argument, called 
a rebuttal.

• At this time, concisely address any of the arguments made by other parties.

• Close the hearing by again identifying what you are asking the Court to do:
� “Your Honor, we respectfully request that this Court find that the proposed change 

in placement is in Amanda’s best interest and that this Court grant the Court 
Appointed Advocate’s Motion. Thank you.”

Motion: Arguing 



• The Court will usually issue its ruling from the bench.
� Occasionally, a Court will say that it needs to take more time to consider the 

pleadings and argument and will issue a written decision at a later date.

• The Court will generally give an explanation for why it is ruling the way it is 
and then will issue its decision.

• As the Court makes its ruling, take notes so that you can modify your 
proposed Order or add things that the Court has ordered.

• Do not interrupt the Court as it makes its ruling.

• When the Court has completed its ruling, you may ask for clarification on 
anything it ordered.

• Circulate your proposed Order to the other parties’ attorneys for review and 
signature.

Motion: Arguing 



Miscellaneous: Shortened Time
• If you have an emergent issue that needs to be in front of a Court as soon as 

possible and can’t wait for a regular hearing date, you may need to do the 
motion on shortened time.

• Check your local rules! 
� Most counties have specific guidance around the procedures for shortening time

• Typically, this will require filing a Motion to Shorten Time, which identifies 
why the hearing can’t wait.

• The Court will either grant or deny the Motion to Shorten Time
� If the Court grants the Motion to Shorten Time, the Court will then hear the 

underlying motion.
� If the Court denies the Motion to Shorten Time, the motion will have to be set on 

regular time, with appropriate notice to the parties



Miscellaneous: Ex Parte
• Ex parte means “on or from one party only, usually without notice to or 

argument from the adverse party.” Black’s Law Dictionary (11th ed. 2019), 
available at Westlaw.
� In practice, this generally just means “without a hearing.”

• If all parties are in agreement with a motion, the Court may be willing to 
enter an Order “ex parte”.

• In working with your coordinator, you may reach out to the other parties 
before filing your materials to determine if everyone is in agreement. 
� If yes, your coordinator may be able to facilitate ex parte entry of an Order

• Common ex parte motions:
� Appointment of an Attorney
� Guardian ad Litem/Advocate Withdrawal



Questions?
Morgan Chaput, Attorney at Law
Child Advocate Program of Pierce County
253.370.4891
morgan.chaput@piercecountywa.gov


